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Thank you all for having me here today to speak with you about one of the ways Florida’s Coral Reef Conservation Program Manages our reefs: The Coral Reef Protection Act.  I would first like to introduce Mollie Sinnott.  Mollie is our brand new Reef Injury Prevention and Response Coordinator or RIPR as I will refer to the program in the presentation.  We are excited to have her on board and welcome her to the DEP’s Coral Program.



DEP’s Coral Program
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The RIPR program responds to reef injury cases and implements the Coral Reef Protection Act within the jurisdiction of DEP’s Coral Program Martin through Miami-Dade Counties.



Improve the health of the 
Florida Reef Tract by

Why

Reducing direct impacts

Art Seitz
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Why did the CRPA come about?-The state recognized the ecological and economic importance of southeast Florida’s reefs and it was their intent that protection of coral reefs and resulting monetary damage restitution are in the best interests of the people of Florida*CLICK***So basically, the main reason this law was implemented was to improve the health of the Florida Reef Tract by reducing impacts.  -Vessel use in our area is very high as you can see by this image of the air and sea show.  *CLICK* The red circle highlights all the vessels watching the show.-The reefs are also under a lot of pressure from other stressors that you have been hearing about.  Death by a 1000 cuts so to speak-This law attempts to help alleviate stress from high vessel use by creating a legal mechanism to implement protection-It also provides notice that the State expects timely removal of a vessel grounded or anchored on reef-and details the elements of what constitutes full recovery of consequent damages and associated costsSide NotesCRPA not enforced during the Air and Sea Show – too dangerous-The CRCP worked with the FAA to make the no anchor zone for the fly zone larger to include more reef resources-In addition CRCP worked with local law enforcement to establish ‘anchor zones’ in sand



The Coral Reef Protection Act
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-Evolved from recommendations from a SEFCRI project – Guidelines and Recommendations for Rapid Response for Coral Reef Injuries in Southeast Florida, in fact the whole RIPR program evolved from these recommendationsCLICK-The law is a product of DEP’s Coral Program and DEP’s office of General Counsel and was passed in 2009 -It improves DEP’s ability to recover monetary damages for injuries to coral reefs and ultimately provide meaningful mitigation or restoration



Where
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The CRPA pertains to all of the State’s reef resources including Monroe County.  The State works with agencies in Monroe county to respond to and enforce these cases. And as I mentioned before the RIPR program responds to cases in Martin through Miami-Dade Counties



The Coral Reef Protection Act

ILLEGAL TO:
Anchor Damage

Polaris Applies Sciences, Inc.,
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Florida’s Coral Reef Protection Act makes it illegal to *CLICK* anchor on or *CLICK* otherwise damage southeast Florida’s coral reef resources 



Implementation
FDEP can collect:

• Civil Penalties:  
≤ 1m2 = $150 per m2

To
> 10m2 = $1,000 per m2

AND

• Compensatory Mitigation 
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Once damage has occurred and a responsible party identified how do we implement the law?The law says the RP must notify DEP of the damage within 24 hours of the event ANDThe RP must remove cause of damage within 72 hours of the event unless prohibited or restricted by the USCGThe law says DEP can collect Civil Penalties and Compensatory MitigationCivil Penalties range from 150 to 1000$ per m2 based on size and can be increased due to aggravating circumstances or location such as a state park or aquatic preserve and can be double tripled or quadroupled for multiple violations.  *CLICK* In an effort to educate our 6 million stakeholders, a first time recreational anchor offender may be issued an educational letter explaining the law and how it was violated.*CLICK*The difference between the civil penalties and the compensatory mitigation can be understood through the analogy of crashing your car into a tree.  For the civil penalty you will be cited with a ticket for reckless driving but for compensatory mitigation you will also have to pay for a new tree to replace the one you destroyed.Compensatory mitigation is determined through site assessment and analysis based on the severity of the damage.We work very closely with our Southeast Regulatory District to contact and work with responsible parties and enforce and implement the penalties and mitigation.Full Penalty Schedule:Compensation for the value of the lost use and ecological services of the reef determined by Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA)≤ 1m2 = $150 per m2. 	o First offense - a warning letter in lieu of a penalty can be issued. 	o With aggravating circumstances - an additional $150 per m2. 	o Within a state park or aquatic preserve - an additional $150 per m2. > 1m2 but ≤ 10m2 = $300 per m2. 	o With aggravating circumstances - an additional $300 per m2. 	o Within a state park or aquatic preserve - an additional $300 per m2.> 10m2 - $1,000 per m2. 	o With aggravating circumstances - an additional $1,000 per m2. 	o Within a state park or aquatic preserve - an additional $1,000 per m2. For a second violation, the total penalty may be doubled. For a third violation, the total penalty may be tripled. For a fourth violation, the penalty may be quadrupled. 



Implementation
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-An excellent example of a success story and our collaboration with the SE Regulatory District was a cable drag incident offshore Palm Beach County in the Spring 2013Various resources were injured but the majority of damage was sheared barrel sponges seen here. **CLICK** the cable dragged over a miles of reef and also damaged substrate and other organisms.-The responsible party was identified and quickly hired a consultant to survey and map damage and perform triage and restoration and subsequent monitoring.-DEP’s Coral Program and SED worked with the responsible party to develop a consent order where penalties were paid into a trust fund



Implementation
Since 2006:

• 167 Cases

• ~$1.2 Million To the 
Ecosystems 
Management and 
Restoration Trust 
Fund (EMRTF)

EMRTF Project

• Restoration at 2 Grounding 
Sites offshore Fort 
Lauderdale

Polaris Applies Sciences, Inc.,
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Since 2006 the RIPR program has responded to 167 cases which resulted in over 1.2 million $$ in penalties and compensatory mitigation funds deposited into the EMRTF.  The money in this fund is being used to support the RIPR program and fund restoration including the first large scale restoration project in our area.  This project will restore 2 ship grounding sites offshore Fort Lauderdale.



What Can You Do?

We’re All Connected ~ Keep It Protected 10
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DEP’s Coral Program has created and manages the response network called SEAFAN. -Many reports are from the Coast Guard but more importantly most come from the public – divers, fishers etc.-We really need everyone to help report cases:  Call the hotline or report online.  We will need good coordinates, FL#s and preferably images.  While we encourage people to document and report cases we discourage confrontation with the responsible party.



Avoid Damage
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Our program has also created various resources to help boaters avoid damage.-We have developed a map that can be accessed through ESRI’s ArcGIS app so you can see your position over the habitat layers and properly anchor in sand.  In addition we created an instruction card to inform boaters on how to use the app.-The four counties/state park maintain extensive mooring buoy systems – we developed a map that is waterproof for use in all 4 counties.Please see me or visit the registration desk if you are interested in these products.  Additionally you can view these products and learn more about the CRPA at the SEFCRI website.



Enforcement
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Enforcement is by far our biggest limitationOnly DEP can enforce this law.  In 2006 when DEP’s Coral Program was mandated responsibility for reef injuries in this region we were given no additional support (staff or $$) and in 2009 when the law was passed only 2 staff members were working in the entire RIPR program.  We rely heavily on other agencies (County, FWC and even Universities like Nova) to help with damage assessment and we even coordinate an annual damage assessment refresher class.-DEP itself does not have law enforcement anymore and FWC needs visual confirmation of anchor damage which they can’t provide at this time to enforce these cases.  Even if FWC could enforce it there are only 2? (Ask Dave) offices in whole region – little on water enforcement.



Personnel
• Enforcement 
• Program Support

Enforceability
• Difficult to enforce 

above water
• Designated areas? 
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We obviously need more bodies to help enforce this law but we also need more support for all that our program does. Our ability to respond to injury events is limited because of lack of staff and we have to rely on other agencies as I mentioned before to help us out.  We are trying as best we can to address this issue like opening our northern office location in West Palm Beach but we still have resource and staff limitations. We also need bodies to manage educational material creation and distribution as well as increase general awareness and outreach.  Enforceability in general is difficult since FWC would require visual confirmation to enforce this law. Without a precise boundary this law is difficult to enforce short of having divers in the water confirming every time a violation occurred. In summary we need more eyes on the water and more bodies helping to manage all that our program does to educate the public about our reefs and their options to help protect them.
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